IEEE INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION SOCIETY INAUGURAL MEETING

- Conducted at – SRMIST, MAIN CAMPUS, ADMIN BLOCK, CONFERENCE HALL
- Conducted by – IEEE Student Branch

Brief of meeting – The inaugural meeting of IEEE Industrial Application Society was organized on 20\textsuperscript{th} December 2018. It included a great line up of dignitaries alongside Dr. Peter Magyar (IAS Chapter and Membership Department), Mr. Aristotlils (Executive Board Member IAS), Prof. Srikanth V. P. (IAS Area Chair), Mr. Vijayakumar (HOD of EEE at SRM), and Prof. A Ranthinam (Society Chair IAS). The program was held at Conference hall, Admin block, main campus, SRMIST.

The following speakers gave in the valuable insights into the functionalities of IAS as a whole and about the opportunities available at Young Professional (YP) & Industrial Application Society (IAS).
1. Dr. Peter Magyar (IAS Chapter and Membership Department) on “IAS CMD Overview”.
2. Mr. Aristotlils (Executive Board Member IAS) shared his thoughts and experiences in journey so far at IAS.
3. Prof. Srikanth V. P. (IAS Area Chair) on “IAS Chapter and Young Professional activities in India”

This meeting was an informative session where we get to know about the functionalities of Industrial Application Society. We got an insight of the activities happen worldwide under IAS. We got to learn about the requirements and procedures about different awards, funding schemes and events. Overall it was a successful meeting.
Who Attended- Faculty, Research Scholars and Students.